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Learn how Developments in Hydrogen Power are Improving Fleet Operations
and Reducing Emissions

Advancements series to explore innovations in hydrogen powered technology.

JUPITER, Fla. (PRWEB) October 25, 2022 -- An upcoming segment of Advancements with Ted Danson will
focus on developments in environmental sustainability for the fleet service industry.

The show will explore why current gas-powered fleets generate in excess of 2.5 billion tons of carbon dioxide
annually. Audiences will learn how this severely impacts the environment and why alternative methods are
necessary to reverse atmospheric carbon levels and ensure a more sustainable future.

Viewers will learn about HydroFleet – a company dedicated to solving issues taking place throughout the fleet
service industry. Spectators will see how HydroFleet helps companies manage the complexities and logistics
associated with switching to a more sustainable fleet.

“The energy revolution isn’t on the way. It’s already here. HydroFleet seeks to make sustainability simple and
provide the complete ecosystem for fuel cell electric vehicles. When we’re all doing our part, there is no doubt
we’re making the world better,” said Scott Moe, CEO, HydroFleet.

Hearing from experts in the field, audiences will learn about HydroFleet’s innovative fleet management and
maintenance services, which include custom private hydrogen fuel infrastructure, zero hydrogen powered
vehicles, ROI analysis, telematics, and hydrogen to power it effortlessly.

“HydroFleet provides an effortless end-to-end hydrogen ecosystem for back-to-base vehicle,” said Brett
Ferrigan, producer for the Advancements series. “We look forward to exploring this.”

About HydroFleet:
To drive change, HydroFleet is focused on simplifying the transition to hydrogen powered fleets. Through its
end-to-end hydrogen ecosystem, HydroFleet makes the adoption of hydrogen powered fleets effortless and net-
zero emissions goals attainable.

For more information, visit: www.hydrofleet.com.

About Advancements and DMG Productions:
Advancements is an information-based educational television series that explores recent developments taking
place across several industries and economies. Shining a light on important issues and topics impacting society
today, the series features the cutting-edge improvements, state-of-the-art technologies, and innovative solutions
responsible for shaping, molding, and transforming our world.

Backed by experts in various fields, DMG Productions is dedicated to education and advancement, and to
consistently producing commercial-free, educational programming for viewers and networks.

For more information, please visit www.AdvancementsTV.com or call 866-496-4065.
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Contact Information
Sarah McBrayer
DMG Productions
http://www.advancementstv.com
866-496-4065

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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